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How tempting, how very tempting, to let the view triumph; to reflect its 
ripple; to let their own minds ripple; to let outlines elongate and pitch over—
so—with a sudden jerk.2 Virginia Woolf 
 
 
Julia Spínola does not quote, she does not literally refer to the 
history of art in her work. She lets history of art speak for itself as a 
multiplicity of  ideas/imaginations. There is absolutely no question of 
a narrative (style) in the history of art—which is also obvious from 
the artist’s attitude towards her work: it is not a matter of telling a 
story or of a certain way of telling it. The imagination crystallizes till 
it can become image. As if the image has acquired a rhythm, as if it 
were a phrase and at the same time as if the rhythm and the phrase 
take place outside the image, or have already taken place. The idea 
that follows the analysis of constructed realities is silent—this 
enquiry that is suddenly released in order to leave space for the 
imagination that briefly takes over and intuitively develops. This shift 
seems to make possible the thinking within and from the image. 
After some time has elapsed, an image—taken in its broadest sense—
often has a peculiar effect: the shape remains, but the content 
evaporates in the course of time and from various angles the image 
becomes a screen onto that which supposedly was is being 
projected. The content is no longer recognized/acknowledged—has 
perhaps never been genuinely recognized/acknowledged, or at least 
not for a long time. However, this phenomenon is not accompanied 
by the appearance of a meaninglessness within the image, or 
precisely because within the image non-commitment was almost 
subconsciously—or intuitively?—barred. It turns out that with regard 
to the image, non-commitment is certainly not non-committal. 
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Thinking has been going on and once more thinking is possible—with 
regard to the image that does neither thematize violence nor can be 
considered sublime. Powerful are the images that cannot be 
described as figurative images of “god” (= the absolute abstract/the 
real etc.), but as imaginations/ideas that trigger thinking to shift in a 
bi-modern way. There is no summoning in the image, except perhaps 
a summoning by the viewer himself or herself, a viewer that feels 
called upon—or not called upon. A human being is not that strongly 
alienated from the self as he or she would like to believe or make us 
believe. Somehow the images got caught somewhere. Julia Spínola 
does not consume them.  
 
One of the questions Julia Spínola seems to ask in her work, is this: 
Can society bear/support the imagination in/of “contemporary” art? 
Spínola’s work originates parallel to research and acquires shape 
intuitively; it renews itself without lapsing into a pseudo-theoretical 
interpretation. Neither does Spínola academize her work, though she 
does like to write down her thoughts that are imagined through 
images afterwards—the things that probably were important when 
making a series of images—but to make thinkable that which had to 
be thought, first the images had to be created. Spínola’s work has 
the potential of a painting by Anthony van Dyck (1599-1641), an 
artist she herself does not refer to. Perhaps near the end of his life, 
Van Dyck sensed a certain incomprehension for his skills as an 
artist—a feeling that is habitually recognized/acknowledged 
afterwards, in first instance by other artists. His talent was no longer 
tapped. Rather, he was pinned down, till his “sitters” had 
appropriated his view on art and turned it into an attitude, and 
something else stole its way in this lifestyle than that which he had 
painted. In Spínola’s case, there are no sitters whose portrait she 
paints and who assume a modern attitude, only to take it with them, 
outside the image—there are geometrical figures that are tested in 
both the private and the public space, before they are included into 
the composition. 
 
After a short period of making small paintings, Julia  Spínola started 
to add geometrical figures, photographic details and materials such 
as paint and tape to A4-sized sheets of papers—her 
collages/drawings. In 2008 Spínola made various collage drawings, 



which not until 2009 she calls Geológicos. The various elements in 
the images were arranged according to the laws of physics (gravity, 
pressure, weight, movement/transfer, tension/relaxation, etc.). In 
the same period, Spínola also makes drawings in which she 
integrates a photographic detail, which in 2009 are given the title 
The leftovers. Furthermore, the artist, as a registering machine, 
writes observations concerning the dynamics of movement of people 
in public spaces (situations, attitudes, positions, codes, mutual 
distances, etc.) inside her own body; these observations are as it 
were used to support both series of drawings—in this case departing 
from their own (ana)logic. Spínola especially studies the gestures 
and codes that link one action to another one. The perception of the 
artist can be approached departing from the physical, mechanical 
and relational glance from a registering machine of which the line 
drawings are protected in a closed constellation; because of that, the 
constellation can be recognized as image, as surface and as layered 
and opened image. Spínola relates her own body to other bodies in 
order to have a starting point to extract a motion axis as a rotation 
of the spinal column, and in a parallel world, to generate an image 
that can be thought of as separating lines that are engaged in a 
dialogue—lines of her own observations that have ended up on paper 
and which in first instance were incorporated as gestures, i.e. as 
poetical infections of the hand, and which then surfaced as created 
figure-objects. The gesture is first configured as a sequence-gesture 
that fits in closely with an extraction of movements that have come 
to a standstill on paper. Departing from various points, the artist 
then creates a sculpturally tuned figure-object, which, tuned  
differently than was earlier the case, can be considered once more as 
being objectified by public space. The leftovers follow a process that 
is similar to the Geológicos, but they show for example the limit of a 
certain gesture. Likewise, they were conceived as being more rigid 
than the Geológicos, which at first sight seem to offer more 
possibilities. The sequence-gesture in Spínola’s work functions as an 
instrument and as a manual to transfer a medium to an intermedial 
level, i.e. the level of the constellation, so that the constellation can 
be seen as a layered, open image from the perspective of the viewer. 
The layered, closed constellation is not oriented metaphorically, 
symbolically or expressively. Spínola develops an abstract-
(sur)realism as a sculptural figure-object, which through the 



introduction of a sequence-gesture causes the two distinct 
observations to shift, which in its turn leaves behind enough at 
another (more political) level that can then be switched on as an 
action code.  
In Vertical. Lapso, Spínola’s first film (a 1’ 29” loop), the concepts of 
the gesture and of the space between two hands is studied, and how 
these concepts relate to the concepts of “lapsus” and “verticality”. A 
camera zooms in on the gesturing hands of a few men who are 
sitting at a table, engaged in conversation. In Lapso II (2010), an 
11’05” loop, the artist has turned a rotating turntable into a 
zoetrope; she zooms in on the appearance and disappearance of an 
object—a glass of milk. The glass has been placed on the rotating 
turntable; on the record player, mirrors that reflect a spotlight have 
been installed. The perception of the object is interrupted by the 
rhythm of the mechanism.  
In 2012, Spínola started to paint again, this time on cardboard; she 
continued to photograph private performances and street sculptures. 
 
In April 2011 Spínola wrote: After the “psychosis” of having thought 
of the space of the ear as some kind of emptiness [a reference to her 
series of five drawings entitled Oreja. Vaciamiento, 2011], I had this 
image of a movement that involved a route from the ear to the foot. 
When I was trying to recreate this route in my body I touched my 
ear, and then I had to stop in the hip to follow to the foot. In the 
process I became conscious that I was trying to get back into my life 
the figure, the idea of figure, and thinking on feelings about the 
centre of the paper as the stomach [a reference to her series of 
drawings with gouache and collage techniques, entitled Oreja-
Cabeza. Cadera. Pie / Ear-head. Hip. Foot 2011].3 The movement of 
the hands and the empty space between the hands we already saw in 
the video, return in both series of drawings mentioned here. The 
point of departure for Oreja. Vaciamento is the posture of the hands 
of someone who is walking around, as well as the space that is 
created under the hands during this walk. Spínola came to the 
conclusion that this space is “emptied” during the movement of 
walking, a rhythm that is created step by step. This intuition merges 
with the point of concentration—yet at the same time it remains 
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distinct because it shifts the concentration—and runs parallel to the 
“mechanics” of the ear itself. Thinking of the ear as a pure form has 
helped the artist to find a gesture that empties forms on paper, 
notably the movement of opposite forces—and without for that 
matter lapsing into iconoclasm. This specific space of the emptying 
centrifuge can be likened to the invisible lines that the movement of 
the hands of a walking person draws underneath them: it can trigger 
thinking right after the diffusion has passed. In the series of seven 
drawings Oreja-Cabeza. Cadera. Pie (2011), Spínola has explored the 
relation between the ear, the head, the hip and the foot. Her study 
suggests that the conceptual difference (between both series of 
drawings) resides in the physical, imaginative and imaginary 
distance between ear-hand-head-thinking/creation and 

ear-hand-foot-thinking/creation/movement. In the seven drawings 
of the 2011 series Oreja-Cabeza. Cadera. Pie Spínola used ears and 
feet as cardinal points, or more precisely, as the draft of an 
imaginary line (cf. the mirror effect). Spínola shows that the 
experience of the (walking) distance of this practised imaginary line 
is as easy as using your hand to touch your ear, and a little later your 
foot: a two-part movement with an interval that comes to a halt 
within the image in a layered manner and turns into a surface. 
Various black ink blots have been sucked into the paper as if they 
were star dust. Some of the folds have ploughed the paper. Scraps of 
paper glued on top of each other, are like elements that add extra 
value to the drawing. 
 
In her studio Julia Spínola makes these gestures-that-hang-
between-people-and-things—gestures that are not necessarily part 
of her immediate surroundings or direct experiential context, yet 
become mixed-up with it, impose themselves. The glance of the 
artist functions completely differently from the camera-eye that is 
directed at a public (private) place. Spínola’s non-public 
performances in her studio function both as witnesses and as 
analytical research instruments, while in a next stage these 
performances are also being tuned as creative and committed 
writing machines. The other, the strange, the anonymous, are as it 
were written “into” the own body. Non-private codes and gestures 
are learnt and practised in the studio through self-study by means of 
performances. Having finished a distant research process in the 



public space, the studio and private performances in the studio, 
Spínola then experiments with these gestures, attitudes, codes, 
positions and various distances: she rearranges them, provides them 
with time and space, till they have found their place within the 
image.  

One of these experiments concerns the invention and creation of a 
gesture that is composed of the elements of the interval, the 
sequence between two actions, two systems, two codes, two 
gestures, and that is linked to specific situations in reality and to the 
act of speaking and writing. Being positioned imaginatively between 
two actions, two movements, two systems, two codes, triggers a 
more physical/material, differentiation and at the same time linking 
space, which however, presents itself to the viewer image by image, 
but which is also related to the series. The artist effects this by first 
teaching herself a sequence-gesture and then, departing from there, 
developing a new action code that is tuned (im)materially. What is 
now presented is a rhythmical structure in an imaged/imaginative 
image—and due to this structure that which we see, experience, 
imagine or perhaps continue to image, will jump/shift, though we 
will not be able to escape the shape of the image. And it is this form 
that makes possible the intuitive and imaging/imaginative thought 
process. This is not an “in-magination” that is “acted out” or 
“represented”, nor is this an “image”. The figure-object is the in-
between level that is realized at another level, but that continues to 
be linked to either a dealing with reality or the act of the 
representation. In other words, the symbolic level (language) is 
postponed, till the image is actually there; the symbolic level can 
therefore no longer symbolically prevail over the image. The artist 
relates to an image that owes its existence to a shifting/transferring, 
artistic process that in part made possible the image. In each 
“drawing” or in each “paper collage” the reaction to the presence of 
a vertical line is different. 
 
Into the Point (Vibration) (2011) has triggered twelve rhythmical 
drawings with tape on paper. Rhythm and structure turn out to be 
partners in this series. In the same year, 2011, Spínola also made 
another series of drawings with tape and paper, entitled Circular. 
Punto y caída / Circular, Point and Fall. This series can be described 
as a study of the various movements of a light object falling. In these 



drawings, Spínola correlates the geometrical figure, the moving 
human body, the vertical line and the line as a witness of an object 
falling, though these elements remain distinct. There is no room here 
for metaphors or symbolism. In 2011-2012 Spínola created a series 
of paintings with sandpaper and gouache, entitled Figura/Frase 
[Figure/Phrase]. The relation with language is emphasized in the 
link between the human figures and the written phrase, a letter from 
the alphabet. Spínola stops at the letter R, which results in a 
rhythmic sculptural work, as if the R-clef has been added to the 
theory of music.  
Made of wire and cardboard, this work could be considered the first 
sculptural figure-object in the artist’s oeuvre: R (object 1) (2012). 
The “R” seems to resemble a person walking. “R” is not frontal, as is 
“A”—it walks from left to right, like a sentence unfolds on a sheet of 
paper. But the sculpture can also be seen and thought as a 
remarkable self-portrait within a poetic relationship. On 
Figura/Frase, Spínola herself wrote: Each of the dashed vertical lines 
should be understood as the human figure. In this case, the figure is 
faced in two ways. On the one hand, it forms the feeling of the act of 
speech through the body, as well as the vibration of the sounds as 
the words pass through it: the centre is now in motion. Furthermore, 
the system construction of the three cardboards corresponds with 
the rhythms of conventional writing, in this case a vertical writing. 
[...] As preliminary tests of this series I was drawing letters, 
especially the letter R, associating them with the human figure, for 
instance an R that behaves according to relations nerve, or including 
a centre, a belly which functioned as half of the letter, and point of 
action or structuring.  
 
The artist continued about this work: At the same time I took the 
picture I have called Phrase, which is inseparable from this series. 
This is an image of two hands of the same person. One of them is ON 
a ROUND object that forces the hand to take its SHAPE. The right 
hand is OPEN under a stream of water that RUNS THROUGH the 
fingers. It is the image of a moment in which two contradictory 
material sensations occur simultaneously throughout the body and 
are meeting in a centre that is now moving. The language or the 
phrase is movement, passing from one thing to another. A 
transformation that happens and is lost in the moment. In one sense 



it can be a bit silly to say, but you start a sentence, one dares to start 
a sentence, and first you take something, at the beginning of the 
sentence, and then you let it go, when you finish the sentence. [...] I 
do believe that there is a relationship in the construction of a 
sentence, and a movement in two times, two strokes ... closed hand 
Pum open hand Pum. In relation to the process, it was not to 
represent but to do it again, paint or build the image in two moves or 
two strokes. Almost like talking. I also wanted to experience the 
moment, the final image to join this. So important was the time to 
start each of the cardboards I was forced to have a structure or 
system prepared in advance, it is as if I had to play a sport, a 
movement to get something, and had no option but two or three 
gestures, fast. And I think, it occurs to me now, that there is a 
mirror-relation with the three paintings, they all are figure. I am me-
making them, not in a personal sense, but on a material level.4 The 
image does not “listen”. It is not a lament, but a voice-laden whisper 
of a walked drawing, without lapsing into an enquiring or expressive 
art (of painting). The voice does not refer to an absolute abstraction, 
it is not separate from a figure in the image: it figures in a 
structuring sense in the image, still, escaped from the escape of an 
imposed silence. 
  
In the private performance that comes to the viewer through 
photographic images - which to the artist are just preliminary 
sketches - various things are visible, such as shoes, newspapers, 
kiwi fruit, clothes and potatoes. The imaginary line that was 
practised through the “sequence-gesture” results in a three-
dimensional constellation in which the colourful tiles of Spínola’s 
living room have been integrated. The rhythmical structure has as it 
were met a trompe l’oeil pattern. As a consequence, the image does 
not become a metaphor or a symbol under the pressure of a symbolic 
level; at the same time, truth does not gravitate towards the terms 
authenticity or illusion. In this work the actions of a person walking 
and the fall of an object meet; the floor of the living room turns into 
the surface of a collage-drawing. Tragedy is avoided. A criss-crossing 
rhythm can be sensed between the resistance of the 
language/phrase and the resistance of the imagination/the image; 
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the rhythm of the zigzag line causes the phrase and the image to 
move again, or conversely, allows a break. There is an analogy 
between this technique, method or strategy and a hyperbolic annexe 
that situates itself between two parallel worlds by jumping in a 
shifting manner, till a parallel visual space arises. In a first stage this 
sentence-object seems indeed to suffer from syntactical errors or 
spelling mistakes, or from so-called stumbling errors, but because 
the image does not literally turn into a lecture or treatise, the 
gravitational force of the image is retained. Spínola’s compositions 
are silent images that have been drawn with explicit figure-objects. 
Her art is a structuring, shaping figure that does not (pre)suppose an 
identity. It is an art or anti-art that reminds of its artistic gravity 
without lapsing into a literally (figurative) matter-image that 
consumes the body outside the image. 
 
The street sculpture in four variations Frase (objeto). VERTICAL-
HORIZONTAL (2012) [Phrase(object). Vertical-Horizontal] is a 
composition with iron bars and blocks of concrete. The latter have 
been attached to the ends or the middle of the bars. Spínola made 
various configurations. Sometimes the bars are standing upright, 
next to others that are lying on the ground. Though these structures 
look heavy, the artist plays a feathery-light, even airy game with 
them. The temporary installations, or rather, sculptural 
constellations, are arranged in public space—with a few passers-by 
as public. They are then photographed, only to be taken away 
afterwards. Thus Spínola presented sculptures at four different 
locations, realizing them as four different series of model-drawings 
within the street scene (more precisely, on the pavement). Like at 
the time the tiled floor in her living room (not: her new studio), the 
structure of the pavement is incorporated in the surface of the 
sculptural drawings. In the photographic documentation of these 
works, the sculptures seem a funny obstacle that de-obstacles itself, 
reinvents/refinds itself as it stumbles along.  
In the pavement-sculpture Frase (objeto). BOCA I [Sentence 
(object). Mouth] (2012) a straight line crosses the zigzag lines of the 
pavement. Various objects, two pairs of shoes, a pot of rice and a pot 
of earth are linked with coffee that is used as paint. Via the pot of 
compost we pass from breakfast to dinner, as if the artist indirectly 
suggests that the focus on soil and tradition has little meaning or 



shape, precisely because that-which-is is constantly exposed to its 
consumption in an outrunning itself that is forced to slow down 
outside the self. The drawing with coffee keeps the objects together, 
but this drawing also uses the opportunity to highlight the 
differences between the objects. The red stains on the pavement 
become part of this coffee drawing—a sculptural constellation, like 
the blue sky that reflects in the painted lines of liquid coffee and the 
thin line of white light.  
Spínola’s third pavement sculpture, with ropes, wires or strings is 
entitled Frase (objeto). LÍNEA [Phrase (Object) LINE] (2012). The 
composition with five variations is somewhat more abstract with 
regard to its nature/quality. Each wire or string is placed in a 
passageway that is flanked by two concrete walls. The pavement 
resembles a view from above from a block construction, and is 
flanked by a passageway. Thus the geometry briefly renounces its 
design aspect, without becoming overloaded with meaning, as if it 
were temporarily on its way through the tropics. 

Spínola’s works do not form-mean a (pseudo) political manifesto, but 
they bear/support, without for that matter promoting a message. It 
is as if the artist suggests: if something lacks/de-breaks, or if 
something is perceived as too much or too little, I will represent it 
myself and tune it in the image, till the constellation can be 
recognized as an image. 

As an artist, Spínola does not skip any stages to create the image. 
She uses photography to present the image in an imaginary way in 
public space—not as a memory, for it has never known a past, except 
for the temporary presentation that lasted long enough to take the 
photograph. When the photograph has been made, the work is 
returned to the studio, from where it can imagine another tour. In 
Spínola’s case, the studio does not move institutionally, nor is it 
incorporated: it is a part of the artistic research (process), namely 
the work itself, which moves and is moved. The work is created in 
the studio, photographed in the street as a brief sculptural structure; 
it is then removed from the street and returns to the studio before it 
finds a place for itself in for example an exhibition space. 
 
In Redondo y Mental. Figuras (2013), a work the artist exhibited in 
2013 in CA2M in Mostóles (near Madrid) on the occasion of the group 
exhibition Sin Motivo Aparente (For No Apparent Reason), her 



sculptural cardboard constellation orbits the circle, yet the work 
does not turn into a treatise on the geometrical surface of the circle 
or on the concept of the black hole. Spínola repeats and varies the 
circle, shifting and jumping, as if she plunges the work itself briefly 
in a black hole. Indeed, it is as if she plunges contemporary art in the 
history of art and once it has been transformed, she introduces it in 
the exhibition. After that, the hole in which the circle sinks, shifts out 
of sight, as if the trap has been hung on a coat stand that has been 
constructed parallel to the process. 

On a dark grey tiled floor, circles are arranged in a row, as if  this 
were a display of a series of various circles and black holes that are 
not auctioned, but offered as traps in cardboard boxes. Two rows of 
twenty collage-drawings or models seem to screen a sculptural 
animated cartoon—as if the moment a faltering film has come to a 
standstill can only be restarted by a walk by the viewer. Now it is the 
viewer himself or herself who needs to walk from one scene to the 
other in order to see what has (not) happened in some or other act. 
Yet it is not the viewer who needs to fill in the image. A variety of 
artists have worked with the circle (disc), (black) hole and the 
“squared circle”—a phrase that is also used to refer to the boxing 
ring or the place where a wrestling match takes place. We also use 
the phrase “the circle of friends” of a certain person. And then there 
is the tradition of a self-portrait with or in a circle or ellipse—cf. 
Rembrandt’s Self-Portrait with Two Circles (1665-1669, Kenwood 
House, London), James Ensor’s Self-Portrait with Flowered Hat 
(1883-1888, MuZee, Ostend), or Patrick Van Caeckenbergh’s collage 
XY-as infinitiefvergelijking [XY-axis infinitivecomparison] (1984). 
There are also circles that deal with the observation and 
representation of the circle, i.e. with the representation of the 
observation of space/universe and time, like for example in Georges 
Vantongerloo’s Construction dans la sphère (1917-1918), S x R/3 
(Construction pour une sculpture) (1936) and Une étoile gazeuse 
(1964), Sophie Taeuber-Arp’s Composition in a Circle  (1937), Joëlle 
Tuerlinckx’ boules and Christoph Fink’s Atlas of Movements. And 
then the phrase square the circle  refers to solving an impossible 
problem. 
  
Julia Spínola shows us how a circular reasoning is dumped as 
fall/decline through bringing a sculptural animated cartoon to a 



standstill and makes us rediscover the filmic interval scene by scene 
as a walk along different scale models. The depicted imagination of 
the circular reasoning is presented as the protagonist and then 
removed as image from the scene. It is remarkable that in this case 
turning into a sculptural model seems sufficient to cut short the 
virtualization of the mental and return to an imagination that deals 
with (ir)realities. In her work the artist turns away of the empathic-
apathic circular reasoning, which she effects by letting the 
circle/circular reasoning stumble over itself; as a result, a rhythmical 
structuring form and a formal pattern make a shifting reappearance 
in the image. 
 
On Julia Spínola’s most recent work Uno zurdo y uno diestro, y uno 
zurdo y uno diestro [One Left-Handed and One Right-Handed, and 
One Left-Handed and One Right-Handed](2014, Galería Heinrich 
Ehrhardt, Madrid) Javier Hontoria wrote: […] “A number of apples lie 
around on the floor by the ramp, and they too shine in uneven 
fashion [...]. In a similar vein, the group of wooden boxes that are 
placed alongside the far wall would resemble rare architectures with 
a post-Minimalist complexion, but they are ultimately unclassifiable. 
One looks at these boxes from above only to discover that Spínola’s 
walking gestures are there, that beyond their corporeality, they offer 
a sober depiction of a body in movement5. For the low table Spínola 
had not taken the sun as her point of departure—she had actually 
picked the colour of the apple from a colour chart with the apple in 
her hand.  But though both colours allegedly coincide, they are also 
quite different with regard to the matter. 

 

One night in Madrid, a lamp came swirling down, as if it were a 
butterfly. It just missed the table and it did not break. The lamp was 
still burning, but it was hanging at a different level than usual: it had 
left the ceiling. Suddenly, a funny dialogue developed,, a play with 
various lamps. It became obvious that Spínola wanted to link heart, 
head, feet and hands in her work—that she was in search of a form 
for them. Her work shows the effect of experienced and 
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experimental material, it is imagined and created, one sees spaced 
possibilities that can be thought clearly at a certain moment in this 
space—a moment that surprises us.  
 


